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C O N S P E C T U S

Despite the widespread clinical use of anesthetics since the 19th century, a clear
understanding of the mechanism of anesthetic action has yet to emerge. On the

basis of early experiments by Meyer, Overton, and subsequent researchers, the cell’s
lipid membrane was generally concluded to be the primary site of action of anes-
thetics. However, later experiments with lipid-free globular proteins, such as luciferase
and apoferritin, shifted the focus of anesthetic action to proteins. Recent experimen-
tal studies, such as photoaffinity labeling and mutagenesis on membrane proteins,
have suggested specific binding sites for anesthetic molecules, further strengthening
the proteocentric view of anesthetic mechanism. With the increased availability of
high-resolution crystal structures of ion channels and other integral membrane pro-
teins, as well as the availability of powerful computers, the structure-function rela-
tionship of anesthetic-protein interactions can now be investigated in atomic detail.

In this Account, we review recent experiments and related computer simulation
studies involving interactions of inhalational anesthetics and proteins, with a partic-
ular focus on membrane proteins. Globular proteins have long been used as models for understanding the role of
protein-anesthetic interactions and are accordingly examined in this Account. Using selected examples of membrane pro-
teins, such as nicotinic acetyl choline receptor (nAChR) and potassium channels, we address the issues of anesthetic bind-
ing pockets in proteins, the role of conformation in anesthetic effects, and the modulation of local as well as global dynamics
of proteins by inhaled anesthetics. In the case of nicotinic receptors, inhalational anesthetic halothane binds to the hydro-
phobic cavity close to the M2-M3 loop. This binding modulates the dynamics of the M2-M3 loop, which is implicated in
allosterically transmitting the effects to the channel gate, thus altering the function of the protein. In potassium channels,
anesthetic molecules preferentially potentiate the open conformation by quenching the motion of the aromatic residues impli-
cated in the gating of the channel. These simulations suggest that low-affinity drugs (such as inhalational anesthetics) mod-
ulate the protein function by influencing local as well as global dynamics of proteins.

Because of intrinsic experimental limitations, computational approaches represent an important avenue for exploring
the mode of action of anesthetics. Molecular dynamics simulationssa computational technique frequently used in the general study
of proteinssoffer particular insight in the study of the interaction of inhalational anesthetics with membrane proteins.

Introduction
The molecular mechanism of general anesthetics

(GA) has remained elusive despite the use of anes-

thetics over 150 years. The nonspecific or lipid

theory dominated the understanding of anesthe-

sia for more than a century.1 This theory was

based on Meyer and Overton observations2,3

which predicted that the potency of anesthetic

molecules strongly correlates with their relative

solubility in nonpolar solvents such as olive oil.

Under this theory, anesthetic molecules were

assumed to dissolve in the cell membrane, per-
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turb the membrane, and thereby alter the cell’s functions. The

nonspecific theory of anesthesia was supported by many

experimental observations. For instance, when anesthetics

were added to lipid bilayers, changes were observed in mem-

brane fluidity4,5 and membrane thickness,6 the phase diagram

of membranes,7,8 membrane surface dipole potential,9,10 the

bilayer curvature,11 or lateral pressure.12 Experiments using

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear Overhauser

effect (NOE) techniques showed that the preferential location

of anesthetic molecules is at the membrane-water interface,

approximately below the head groups of the lipid

molecules.13-15

Today, the lipid theory is more or less abandoned by

researchers with a few exceptions.12,16 This is in part because

the effects of anesthetic molecules on lipid bilayer are so sub-

tle that a small increase in temperature could reproduce sim-

ilar effects.17,18 There also exist a number of compounds

called nonimmobilizers which are volatile halogenated alk-

enes with structures and lipophilicities similar to those of

GAs,13,14,19 while lacking anesthetic properties. Finally, the dis-

covery of the inhibition of bioluminescence activity of the

lipid-free enzyme luciferase by GAs, helped in bringing the

proteocentric phase of anesthetic mechanism to the

forefront.18,20-22

Current experimental evidence strongly supports proteins

rather than the lipid bilayer as the most likely molecular tar-

gets for GAs.23,24 Even though GAs are known to interact with

globular proteins directly,25-28 ligand-gated ion channels

(LGIC) of the central nervous system (CNS) are thought to be

likely candidates for direct anesthetic action.24 The nature and

viable mechanism of the specific action of GAs on proteins has

been discussed extensively.24,29 Structural details of proteins

complexed with anesthetics are required for an atomistic

understanding of volatile anesthetic action. Recent experimen-

tal techniques like functional and equilibrium binding assays,
19F-NMR spectroscopy, and direct photoaffinity labeling have

helped in identifying the probable location of bound GAs and

their effect on local and global properties of protein

targets.23,30 Moreover, the function of many ion channels is

modified by GAs at clinically relevant concentrations. These

ion channels include γ-aminobutyric acid (GABAA), glycine, nic-

otinic acetylcholine (nACh), 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT3),

N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors, and voltage-gated Na+, K+,

and Ca2+ channels31

Currently, approaches like photoaffinity labeling,32 kinetic

studies,33 and site-directed mutagenesis of candidate GA

targets34,35 are applied to identify the location of anesthetic

binding sites in ion channels. The experimental difficulties of

using X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy to LGIC lim-

its obtaining direct structural information about their GA bind-

ing sites.36 In the light of a paucity of such atomistic

information, understanding the mechanism of anesthetic

effects is difficult. Structures of many globular

protein-anesthetic complexes are currently

available.22,26,27,37-39 These globular proteins play either no,

or only a small role in CNS signaling, but they have been used

as models to delineate the role of specific amino acids on the

binding affinity of inhaled anesthetics. Nevertheless, our

understanding of the fundamental nature of anesthetic inter-

actions is still limited. GAs are relatively apolar molecules, lim-

iting their interactions with their targets to the hydrophobic

effect and weak polarization forces. Since volatile anesthet-

ics are low-affinity ligands, which interact weakly with pro-

tein targets, this has hampered direct observation of binding

by experiments. The evidence of specific interactions remains

at best indirect.40

Thus, due to intrinsic experimental limitations, computa-

tions can play a pivotal role in exploring the underlying struc-

tural features and mode of action of anesthetics. Molecular

dynamics simulations (MDS) occupy a central place in the

study of proteins. Nowadays, state-of-the-art software and ever

increasing CPU power allows microsecond time scales to be

accessible for protein and/or lipid systems with explicit sol-

vent water. Recent reviews have described the use of atom-

istic MDS to study lipid bilayers41 and ion channels.42 In this

account, we focus on MDS of inhalational anesthetics (IA), a

sub class of GAs, with membrane proteins.

Interaction of Anesthetics with Lipid
Bilayers
Computer simulations have been carried out using both clin-

ical and higher concentrations of inhalational anesthetic and

nonimmobilizer molecules in lipid bilayers. The lipid bilayer

models used to probe the distribution of IAs were fully

hydrated membranes consisting of dimyristoyl-phosphatidyl-

choline (DMPC), dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC), and

stearoyl-docosahexaenoyl-phosphatidylcholine (SDPC).43-48

These simulations, in agreement with experiments,13-15 sug-

gest that the anesthetic molecules at clinical concentrations do

not alter the overall structure of the lipid bilayer significantly

and that IAs preferentially segregate to the outer part of the

lipid membrane, near the head-groups.43 However, at higher

concentrations IAs cause significant modifications to the

bilayer structure. The most notable changes observed were in

the orientation of the headgroup phosphate-nitrogen dipole,
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the area per lipid headgroup, the acyl tail mobility, and the

existence/presence of gauche rotamer defects.44 In contrast,

nonimmobilizers were preferentially located in the lipid hydro-

carbon region, and even at higher concentrations they did not

significantly alter the bilayer structure or its fluidity. These dif-

ferences in the behavior of anesthetic and nonimmobilizer

molecules were attributed to the higher hydrophobicity and

lack of net dipole moment of the nonimmobilizer.45,46

Anesthetics and Globular Proteins
Many globular proteins have been shown to bind anesthet-

ics, and the relative ease of obtaining 3D structures of them

complexed with anesthetics helped in gaining valuable

insights into anesthetic binding sites. Even though these pro-

teins are unlikely to contribute to anything like anesthesia,

valuable information has been obtained about the nature of

the cavities where inhalational anesthetics bind, the role of

specific amino acids in the binding of anesthetics, and the

effects of anesthetics on local and global protein dynamics.

The information gathered from the studies on these soluble

proteins, described below, suggests that anesthetics preferen-

tially bind in pre-existing cavities, which are of an amphip-

athic nature.49

In luciferase, anesthetics inhibit enzymatic activity.20 It was

suggested that this inhibition was caused by anesthetics com-

peting with the endogenous ligands specific to these binding

sites.18 Computational studies were undertaken by Tang and

co-workers using the homodimeric enzyme ∆5-3-ketosteroid

isomerase (KSI),50 and firefly luciferase50,51 to explore this

proposition. In the first set of computations, MDS coupled with

docking studies were carried out on a hydrated KSI in the

presence and absence of halothane in order to probe the

anesthetic-protein interactions and the anesthetic effects on

the activity of KSI.50 Experimentally, halothane reduces KSI

enzymatic activity and perturbs residues in the �-sheet domain

of the protein.52 This finding suggests that anesthetic mole-

cules may affect the enzyme activity by perturbing the qua-

ternary structure of the protein, with similar implications for

multidomain receptors in the CNS.

Soluble synthetic R-helix bundles, which are scaled-down

representatives of the transmembrane portion of LGICs, have

been extensively used experimentally.53-55 Two 62-residue

di-R-helical peptides, in native56 and mutated57 forms, in gas-

phase and solution were studied using MDS. Simulations were

performed in the presence and absence of halothane. The

peptide bundle was shown experimentally58 to have a high

affinity for the binding of halothane. Analysis of two MD tra-

jectories revealed that halothane was confined to the hydro-

phobic core of the peptide bundle. Consistent with

experimental observations58,59 halothane undergoes interac-

tions with Trp residues, which produce pronounced fluores-

cence quenching. Experimentally, it was observed that the

point mutation L38M, increased the binding affinity of hal-

othane by a factor of 3.5 in (A(R2)-L38M)2.59 MDS of the

mutated form predicted that this modification was not directly

involved in halothane binding.57 Thus the effect of this muta-

tion on the increased binding affinity of halothane is most

likely indirect. A high-resolution NMR structure of the mutant

in the presence of halothane confirmed the computational

predictions.55 This signifies the role played by computational

approaches in understanding and predicting the atomistic

details of mechanisms underlying anesthetic interactions with

proteins.

Design and synthesis of a new halothane-binding

amphiphilic peptide, with only a single cavity, and an other-

wise identical control peptide with no such cavity has been

recently carried out by Blasie et al.60 X-ray reflectivity to

monolayers of these peptides was employed to probe the dis-

tribution of halothane along the length of the core of these

4-helix bundles as a function of the halothane concentration.

In a recent study,61 spectroscopic methods, coupled with all-

atom MDS were carried out to probe the interaction of IA hal-

othane with a model membrane protein. Results of these

experiments established the suitability of these model sys-

tems and the techniques to work on the mechanism of gen-

eral anesthesia.

In another recent study,62 a fluorescent general anesthetic,

1-aminoanthracene (1-AMA), was identified using horse spleen

apoferritin (HSAF) via a combination of experimental and mod-

eling work. HSFA is a water-soluble protein that exhibits strik-

ing architectural similarities to the transmembrane (TM) region

of the superfamily of ligand-gated channels such as the GABAA

receptor. Displacement of 1-AMA from HSAF by other anes-

thetics attenuates its fluorescence signal and allows determi-

nation of kinetic parameters for binding. This provides a

unique assay for compound screening and anesthetic

discovery.

Membrane Proteins and Anesthetics
Prototypes. Gramicidin A (gA) has been used as a model

channel to understand the effects of general anesthetics on

protein structure and dynamics both experimentally63-65 and

computationally.66 Experiments and simulations have shown

that low affinity anesthetic molecules like halothane or

1-chloro-1,2,2-trifluorocyclobutane do not affect the second-

ary structure of gA but have profound effect on the protein
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dynamics. Anesthetic molecules alter the dynamics of the

channel by significantly modulating the dynamics of tryp-

tophan residues, modifying the protein-lipid interactions, cru-

cial for the functioning of the channel. A recent NMR study67

on a model membrane protein, Mistic, also suggested that IAs

affected the protein dynamics on the microsecond-
millisecond time scale while not altering the secondary

structure.

K+ Channels. K+ channels are perhaps the most exten-

sively studied family of ion channels and there are various

examples in which their gating has been shown to be modi-

fied by IAs at clinically relevant concentrations.24 Thus, it has

been speculated that they may be pharmacologically impor-

tant targets of anesthetics.68 The possible effect of IAs bind-

ing to the allosteric sites of ion channels is to modify their

gating mechanism, by presumably altering the equilibrium

between the open and closed states of the channel. This

results in an increase of the channel open probability. Spe-

cial amino acids that are essential for anesthetic action have

been identified, which provides an additional tool for compu-

tational investigation of the importance of the target in the

effects of anesthetics.69

Potassium ion channels can be classified as Kv channels,

which are activated by a change in transmembrane voltage,

Kir or inward rectifier channels, which preferentially conduct

ions into the cell, although this is opposite to the usual phys-

iological direction of potassium flow, and the two pore domain

K+ channels (K2P) so named because their primary sequences

contain two pore-forming segments. At present, there are

examples of resolved structures for most of the categories in

which K+ channels are classified, which provides a good start-

ing point for computational studies of the interactions of K+

channels and inhaled anesthetics. All K+ channels share the

same core topology and structure. The channel-forming core

is composed of two TM helices separated by a re-entrant loop

made of a short pore helix plus a more extended region of

polypeptide that forms the selectivity filter. K+ channels dif-

fer in the presence or absence of additional TM helices and

additional nonmembrane domains and subunits that control

their gating.

Volatile anesthetics at surgical concentrations have been

shown to activate various K2P channels such as TASK or

TREK-1. The tandem-pore-domain weakly inward rectifying K+

channel (TWIK) commonly known as TRESK, linked to pain

sensation, is sensitive to volatile anesthetics and is thought to

play an important role in the mechanism mediating general

anesthesia.70 Stimulatory effects of sevoflurane and enantio-

meric isoflurane on human TASK-1 have been observed at

clinically relevant concentrations.71 Some tandem-pore-do-

main K+ channels have been shown to be halothane inhib-

ited and are known as THIK.72,73 The interactions with these

K-channels are thought to be largely hydrophobic, although

the investigators speculate that some anesthetics may hydro-

gen-bond to particular grooves of these proteins replacing

bound water molecules.74

It has been suggested that anesthetics may prolong the

open-state conformation of channels.75 The availability of an

open and a closed structural model for the KirBac1.1 K+

channel76,77 permitted a comparative analysis of the interac-

tions of anesthetics with the same channel in two different

conformations using computational methods. These studies

revealed that the anesthetic molecules modulate the global

dynamics of both conformations. The global dynamical

motion of the open channel is quenched in the presence of

halothane, and a reduction of the flexibility of the inner loops

was observed. Anesthetic molecules preferentially target Phe

residues close to the open pore (Figure 1); residues that have

been previously suggested to be involved in the gating mech-

anism of the channel.78

In agreement with experimental observations,79 simula-

tions80 have shown that GAs tend to act primarily on their ion

conducting, open conformation. This open conformation exists

for just milliseconds, which makes its experimental examina-

FIGURE 1. Snapshots of the closed and open conformations of
KirBac 1.1 channel in the presence of halothane molecules and
embedded in a lipid bilayer. The channel is represented in green
ribbons and the lipid head groups in orange. The halothane
molecules are shown in white.
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tion arduous. Thus computation has played, and will continue

to play, a key role in illuminating the atomistic-level under-

standing of processes linked to general anesthesia.

Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptors. The nicotinic acetyl-

choline receptor (nAChR) is a cation selective ion channel, acti-

vated by the neurotransmitter acetylcholine (ACh). The atomic

structure of the closed form of nACh receptor at 4 Å resolu-

tion was solved by electron microscopy.81,82 It belongs to the

superfamily of “cys-loop” LGIC. Other members of this super-

family of LGIC include GABAA, glycine, and serotonin (5-HT3)

receptors. Each has a pentameric arrangement of different

subunits about a central, ion-conducting axis. Each of the sub-

units in turn consists of a large N-terminal extracellular

domain and four helical TM regions (M1-M4). The amino acid

residues in the M2 subunit line the lumen of the channel and

residues in M3 and M4 interact with the bilayer. In general,

anesthetics potentiate the effect of agonist on GABAA and gly-

cine receptors and inhibit the nACh receptors.32 NMR83,84 and

photaffinity labeling experiments32,85 have shown sensitiv-

ity, direct interaction, and multiple binding sites of anesthetic

molecules with the transmembrane domain of nAChRs.

MDS were carried out on the membrane bound peptide

bundles of R- and δ-subunits in an aqueous-membrane envi-

ronment86 to investigate the potential binding of inhalational

anesthetic halothane and compare to experiments in order to

corroborate the photolabeled sites.32 Halothane molecules

were initially placed in the aqueous phase, and they sponta-

neously partitioned into the bilayer over a 5 ns time period.

The free energy barrier for partitioning halothane molecules

into the bilayer was found to be small ∼1 kcal/mol, which

explains the spontaneous process. Halothane molecules

affected the lipid-protein contacts and attenuated local-chain

dynamics as was seen in experiments.87,88 A single halothane

molecule was found to enter the R-subunit and it occupied a

position consistent to a photolabeled32 tyrosine residue near

the loop connecting M2 and M3 helices. This “bound” hal-

othane molecule decreased the mobility of the tyrosine resi-

due and the flexibility of the loop and significantly affected the

correlated motions between helices in the subunit. This affin-

ity of halothane molecules for aromatic residues and their abil-

ity to quench the motion of aromatic residues is consistent

with many of the observations from simulations described in

this account. Earlier it was proposed that the loop connecting

M2 and M3 helices plays a key role in the gating mechanism

by allosterically affecting the channel gate.89 A recent NMR

study on a Cys-loop prototype 4-R-helix bundle, Mistic,67 also

suggested that one of the primary action sites for inhalational

anesthetics is the loop connecting R-helices, consistent with

the computational results described previously. The M2-M3

loop was also shown to play a critical role in the correlation

between anesthetic binding and neuronal nACh channel’s inhi-

bition.90 Therefore, the observed alteration of dynamics of this

loop by bound anesthetic molecules could play a major role

in channel inhibition. This modification of protein dynamics by

the anesthetics is consistent with the general hypothesis pro-

posed by Tang and co-workers.91

Future Outlook. Hundreds of substances have been tested

and found to possess anesthetic activity although very few of

these have been introduced into clinical practice. At present,

the intravenous agent propofol and the inhalational agent

sevoflurane seem the preferred anesthetics for induction and

for anesthesia maintenance, respectively. Nevertheless, a com-

prehensive understanding of the mechanism and site of action

of anesthetics is still lacking, and the question of how anes-

thetics act cannot be answered today. The lack of tools to

allow the study of these systems experimentally and the com-

plexity of the CNS are two of the primary reasons for this

situation.

The present account describes efforts toward understand-

ing modes of action of anesthetics using computational sim-

ulations. Though some of the systems described in this

account may not play a direct role in anesthesia, general prin-

ciples have been derived from such models, which have pro-

vided the foundation and support the feasibility of future

computational studies. One of the key issues is to separate the

effects of changes in surrounding lipids due to anesthetics

from their direct action on protein function. Development of

reliable force fields for various anesthetic molecules to under-

stand their partitioning and interaction with lipid-protein sys-

tems is crucial. Currently, working models assume that there

are a number of different anesthetic sites in proteins, and the

relative affinities of these sites for the anesthetic molecules

varies between protein families and protein conformations.

Therefore, structural data are required to prove the existence

and to define the location of these sites. With the availability

of an increasing number of new high-resolution crystal struc-

tures, relentless increase in the size and performance of mul-

tiprocessor computers, coupled with new algorithms and

methods, and on-going development of reliable force fields,

computer simulations will keep playing a significant role both

in elucidating and describing protein-anesthetic interactions

at an atomistic level, and potentially they should aid in the

design of new anesthetics agents.62
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